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Conference
Lexis Conferences invites all the participants from all over
the world to attend “World Cancer Research Conference”
during October 19-20, 2020 in San Francisco, USA.
World Cancer Research 2020 is sorted out around the
topic: “Cancer in a New Way: Innovation, Prevention,
Diagnosis and Cure”.
This conference will provide you genuine prospects to
communicate with Academic and Clinical Cancer Specialists,
Clinical Cancer Researchers, Oncology Research Departments,
Faculty of Health Sciences, C-level authority, Faculty of
Healthcare, Deans, Professors and PhD Students from Medical
Universities. It is an overall stage to look at and get some
answers concerning Fostering and Latest Innovations in Cancer
Diagnosis. Biomarkers on the other hand, give a dynamic and
incredible way to deal with understanding the range of ailments
with evident applications in systematic the study of disease
transmission, biomarkers and clinical research in sickness
avoidance, conclusion and illness the executives. Biomarkers
have the extra potential to recognize people powerless to specific
sicknesses. In the on-going years, the data about malignancy
biomarkers has expanded to a great extent giving an immense
potential to enhancing the administration of disease patients by
enhancing the exactness of recognition and viability of
treatment. This meeting additionally incorporates symposia and
workshop occasions and especially urges to spread the
information of steady disclosures and logical research refreshes
in nowadays.
Cancer profiling market is projected to reach USD 12.4
billion by 2024 from USD 7.5 billion in 2019, at a CAGR of
10.5%. Growth in this market is driven by the growing
incidences of cancer across the globe and the increasing use of
biomarkers in tumor profiling. Other market drivers include an
increase in cancer research & funding and technological
advancements
in
profiling
technologies.

In light of information gathered from guests, here are
the best eight attractions:
PIER 39: From astonishing perspectives and an ocean of
ocean lions to chowder bread bowls and California wines, your
visit to San Francisco begins at PIER 39.
Wharf 39: The most visited goal in San Francisco—offers
two degrees of eating, excitement, shopping and attractions, all
encompassed by great perspectives on the city and the sound.
Brilliant Gate Bridge: Once called "the extension that
couldn't be constructed," today it is one the seven marvels of the
advanced world.
This radiant extension, maybe San Francisco's most
renowned milestone, opened in 1937 following a four-year battle
against persistent breezes, haze, rocks and slippery tides.
Alcatraz Island: Alcatraz the site of the principal beacon
in the Western United States yet turned into a government prison
from 1934-1963, lodging well known convicts, for example.
Yerba Buena Gardens: An honor winning open office at
the core of San Francisco's midtown social locale, Yerba Buena
Gardens a youngsters' nursery, open workmanship, galleries, a
memorable merry.
Army of Honor: Built to recognize Californian fighters
who passed on in World War I, the Legion of Honor shows an
accumulation of over 4,000 years of antiquated and Europe.
Workmanship and houses the Achenbach Foundation for
Graphic Arts in a neoclassic structure.
Holy messenger Island State Park: Often alluded to as
the "Ellis Island of the West," the Immigration Station initially
opened in 1910 and shut in 1940 as the aftereffect.
Association Square: Union Square is a 2.6-section of land
open court flanked by Geary, Powell, Post and Stockton Streets
in downtown San Francisco, California.
Twin Peaks: The Twin Peaks are two conspicuous slopes
with a height of around 925 feet (282 m) situated close to the
geographic focus of San Francisco, California.

About Venue:
Perched atop hills and filled-in marshland at the entrance to
one of the Pacific’s largest natural harbors, San Francisco has
had an outsized impact on the historical backdrop of California,
USA.
Formally the city and County of San Francisco, is the
social, business, and money related focus of Northern California.
The united city-region covers a region of about 47.9 square
miles (124 km 2).
San Francisco has an enhanced help economy, with work
spread over a wide scope of administrations, including money
related administrations, the travel industry, and (progressively)
high innovation.
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